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this pack is about getting you started and making a lot of sounds, so it’s in parts! it’s a bit of a pain,
and a bit confusing for the beginner/moderately experienced user, but if you’re just looking to get
started, and there’s enough here to get you going in the right direction. in their own words,
blackoctopus sound is more than just about making sounds. the duo of david johns and daniele
daniele are firm believers in the power of beauty, and with their love of creating, they have come up
with one of the most impressive sample packs you will come across. at a staggering 4gb in size,
“black octopus” is the biggest production sample pack yet. to further expand the ethos of creating
both professionally and with passion, two of the best creative minds from the industry have decided
to come together and support the package by enabling a world of possibility. david johns is the
creative director at swamp81 producers stompbox, and is recognised as one of the most innovative
producers in the uk. with background in classical music, producing tracks for artists and bands, and
creative direction behind the sonic design/sound academy, david brings his unique perspective to
the team. his sound designs can be found on tracks such as disclosure’s “latch”, sam smith’s “stay
with me”, bruno mars’ “treasure” and “unorthodox jukebox”, and duran duran’s “notorious”. daniele
daniele is an award winning producer, engineer, mixer and remixer. founded a partnership with xl
recordings to pioneer what is now known as ‘dubstep’, daniele crafted a sound for his pioneering
music that catapulted him into the global arena, through remixes for artists such as ed sheeran, lily
allen and plan b.
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shaped and shaped by 16000 musical sounds and 5 years worth of production experience, leviathan
is the ultimate collection of heavy hitting sounds. the sounds are categorized into drum loops, one
shots, synth loops, melody and leads, fx and ambience. as always we have put a huge amount of

effort into this sample pack, with construction kits packed with multiple sections and enough presets
to have you creating your next hit right after unpacking it. at the end of the day, you want a synth

that inspires you to create, inspires you to be creative. thats where synthmaster comes in. here are
a few reasons why you should use synthmaster: start creating your bass tracks in minutes greatly
expand your bass library feel the difference something funky is happening in the bass world. black
octopus has stepped up to record their fattest collection of crunchy bass presets yet, with a strong

focus on uber bass presets that pack a powerful punch, and sound as big and impressive as they are
easy to use. from lush synth presets, leads and basses, to down home lo-fi presets, black octopus
has you covered. unique keys, fat basses, versatile presets, and so much more. synthmaster is a
complete synth suite that gives you a fully functional sound engine that you can use for all your

music production needs. you can easily have your favorite synths and effects to use as you want,
giving you a great starting point when making music. the om-2 operator module is a "subtractive"

harmoniser, generating the harmonic complement to any root note. for example, the om-2 can
produce chords c&sharp;d&sharp;e&sharp;g (c&sharp;f&sharp;g,

c&sharp;f&sharp;g&sharp;a&sharp;c). while similar in principle to an additive harmoniser, such as
the ehx pog2, the om-2 results are much more interesting. 5ec8ef588b
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